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A security researcher has found yet another lock screen exploit on the iPhone, this time with FaceTime on iOS 13. The feat allows anyone to view your details without unlocking the phone. Jose Rodriguez, who posted a video on YouTube showing the lockout procedure of the lock screen, says he found
the exploit and sent it to Apple on July 17, and although the problem remains in iOS 13. The feat appears to have been fixed in beta of iOS 13.1, which is scheduled for release on September 30, 11 days after the official launch of iOS 13. The bug apparently works on any iPhone model running iOS 13.
Unlike a previous FaceTime bug, which allowed callers to see and hear the person they're facing without answering, this particular feat requires you to have the phone in your hands. Essentially, when a FaceTime call arrives, typing Message to refuse the call with a personalized response allows users to
enter a text message that, with a few quick voiceover tricks courtesy of Siri, can then display all the information from any contact. This is a very easy-to-use bug that requires little technological know-how, especially since Rodriguez posted a step-by-step video on YouTube. This is the latest lockscreen
exploit to join a handful of other iOS has experienced over the years. Last month, Google revealed that iOS devices have been vulnerable to malware and data theft for years through another exploit in the Safari browser, an Apple issue has been made aware of and has since issued a somewhat
contradictory statement on the issue. This latest bug is not quite a feat at the level that would collect Apple recently announced $1 million premium bug, but sensitive information is definitely at stake, especially for people who are often in common spaces. Bugs like these are hard to avoid for users, but
there are some tips and precautions you can take to help ensure a safer device. And as always, updating your device is at the top of these. There's a lot to unpack and edit in iOS 13, including aesthetic features like Dark Mode and an updated volume chart, as well as security-focused features like
Connect with Apple, and more detailed options for location tracking in various apps. Editor Recommendations If you want to share a cool game on your iOS device, but don't let everyone read your email, Locktopus offers a simple app-by-app locking solution. Locktopus is a super simple app for jailbroken
iOS devices. Install the app from the repository via Cydia, go to the system menu and set a password- more specifically, change the default password to something a little smarter, then tap and hold any app icon on your springboard screen as if you wanted to move or delete it. When the icons start to
vibrate and the small delete X appears in the top corner, you'll have a new addition, as seen in the screenshot here, of a small lock icon. Tap the icon to lock the app. From that moment on, every time someone to launch the app, they will have to enter the password. It's a great app to keep your private
business private - email, instant messages, medical apps - and for setting up a device for a child to use. You can lock, for example, Safari, Settings and YouTube to prevent them from getting into trouble online, but keep them easily accessible to adult users. Hit up the link below to learn more about it,
then visit the BigBoss repository via Cydia on your jailbroken iOS to install it. Locktopus is $2, a big amount to pay for a feature that should have been included in iOS, but a small amount to pay for such a convenient application. Locktopus [Cydia BigBoss Depot] (Pocket-lint) - Apple has released iOS 7.1
for the iPhone and iPad and we have been following the changes made to the new update since they started appearing in betas for developers to test. Unlike iOS 7, iOS 7.1 is not a completely new bone update. So it doesn't deploy with mind-blowing features, although it brings a ton of user interface
settings, visual enhancements and performance fixes. The keys to the new update are CarPlay, changes to Siri, iTunes Radio, Calendar, some accessibility changes, and smaller changes like FaceTime call notifications are automatically deleted when you answer a call on another device. Apple has just
released an entire page dedicated to spelling out changes and features buried in iOS 7.1. In fact, the page begins with the following description: iOS 7.1 is filled with interface refinements, bug fixes, improvements and new features. Apple CarPlay introduces a better way to use the iPhone while driving.
And you can now control exactly how long Siri listens and more. Getting the update is easy. Go to the settings. Select General. And tap Software Update. We will update this article as we find new settings. If you spotted it yourself please let us know in the comments below. READ: Hands-on: Apple
CarPlay reviewGet the superb Ivacy VPN for less with this amazing Christmas dealiOS 7.1 features visual changes to slide-to-unlock functions, as well as the phone, dialer, music and keyboard. The weather icons are also filled now in the weather app giving them a definitely more BBC time feeling for
them. Swipe to turn off/slide to unlockWhen you swipe to turn off your iPhone, you won't see a prominent red rectangle at the top. Instead, with iOS 7.1, you'll see a white oblong-shaped cursor at the top a power symbol very similar to the Pocket-lint [natch] logo. There will also be a circular white
cancellation button down your iPhone screen. As for the slide to unlock, the animation appears a little brighter and slower with iOS 7.1 Watch the video above to take a closer look. Pocket-lintPhoneSimilaire to slide-to-whatever functions, Apple has removed the red and green rectangle buttons to refuse
and answer calls, respectively. With iOS 7.1, when someone calls you, your iPhone now displays two two And above these circles, you'll see two floating icons for Remind Me and Message (rather than two white rectangles). Pocket-lintDialerApple changed the dialler in iOS 7.1 to reflect the visual
changes in the Phone app. This means that the large green rectangle is gone, and you will now see a circular green button to send a call. The entire keyboard also appears more dynamic with subtle color gradients in the background. Finally, an option to add a contact when entering a number has been
changed. You now have to press the symbol - next to the number. Apple seems to have completely removed the Add to Contacts line. Pocket-lintMusicThe Music app in iOS 7.1 has more prominent Shuffle All and Repeat buttons. Strangely, Apple has removed their invisible backgrounds from iOS 7.
These are now pink-red rectangle buttons. Pocket-lintKeyboardApple gave the Shift and Delete keys a bolder look and a prominent, individual shape. The company probably made this minor changed because many iDevice owners complained that the keyboard in iOS 7 lacked definition. The individual
keys were apparently difficult to type accurately.iOS 7.1 brings some new features, some of which you won't even be able to benefit from yet, including: CarPlay (previously known as iOS in the car), a switch to wallpaper movements, and more natural Siri voice. CarPlayApple's CarPlayApple compatibility
feature debuted in iOS 7.1. CarPlay lets you connect your iOS devices to a compatible car to access maps, directions, messages, and more. The feature, considered an accessibility feature, will display all iOS content on a vehicle's navigation screen. READ: Practice: Apple CarPlay reviewThe company
first teased CarPlay at WWDC 2013, stressing that it would provide improved iOS integration in compatible automobiles. However Apple has changed the appearance of CarPlay a bit since then. Betas, for example, showed a safety warning screen, as well as travel direction notices, LTE signal notices,
etc. Apple also included a car display switch in the Restriction Settings panel. Apple officially launched its CarPlay system in early March - before the release of iOS 7.1 - and said the feature would appear in several vehicles throughout 2014. Check out Pocket-lint's hands-on review of the service for
details on what the infotainment system includes. Pocket-lintWallpaper motionApple introduces a parallax (or motion effect) into iOS 7, as well as a way to reduce it under Settings. Although the effect seemed cool to many, some users said it evoked transport sickness for them. Apple has therefore
provided an option to turn it off completely in iOS 7.1. As you move to a new background, you'll see a switch to turn the movement on or off. Siri voice to sound naturalThere are now new vocal options for Siri, especially in the UK where the voice is much quieter and less severe in tone - he tries to be your
friend rather than a teacher. English Siri in the Uk and Australia have been improved, improved, as well as Japanese and Mandarin. Check out Apple Insider to hear examples of new and improved Siri voices. There are other minor changes and changes, including a new HDR auto mode and
improvements to Burst mode. TouchID has also been improved, as well as FaceTime call notifications are now automatically deleted when you answer a call on another device. Calendar also has a new list view switching to iOS 7.1, while the control center has received a new bounce animation and
music tags for the audio source. The animations for messages and control center have bounciations as well. Since using the new 7.1 update, we've noticed that the iPhone is now significantly more zippier, especially the iPhone 4, something Apple highlights in its release notes for the update. Apps load
much faster. Writing by Elyse Betters. Superior.
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